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Subject: Pueblo Area Council of Governments – 2022 Annual Report 

 604(b) Funding for Phase 1 Implementation of 208 Plan 

 Watershed Pre-Planning Efforts 

SECTION 1: 604(B) FUNDING FOR PHASE 1 IMPLEMENTATION OF 208 PLAN 
JDS-Hydro Consultants a Division of REPSEC (JDS-Hydro) serves as the environmental 

consultant for the Pueblo Area Council of Governments (PACOG).  JDS-Hydro has been 

supporting PACOG with the development of Wastewater Utility Plans and update of its Water 

Quality Management Plan (208 Plan) since 2017.  The 208 plans for PACOG was updated in 

2019 and finally approved in February 2020 by the Colorado Department of Health and 

Environment (CDPHE).  The revisions to the 208 plan resulted in two tasks which have been 

funded through additional 604(b) financing.  These tasks included the following: 

1) Phase 1 – Implementation of the 208 Plan 

2) Phase 2 – Promotion of the 208 Plan 

According to the statement of work (SOW) prepared and approved on September 23, 2021, the 

Phase 1 task was assigned for Fiscal Year 2022.  The Phase 1 task included the following 

activities: 

1) Inventory receiving streams and ditches for potential water quality monitoring 

2) Develop sampling and analysis plan (SAP) to monitor streams and ditches identified in 

sub-activity #1. 
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Using the latest 303 (d) listing for stream segments in Pueblo County, JDS-Hydro identified impaired 

streams in the county to inventory for specific constituents.  The purpose of the inventory was to 

determine which constituents within Pueblo County (and subsequently the Arkansas Basin) merited the 

most attention for monitoring according to the updated 208 Plan.  From the updated 208 plan, the 

constituents of most concern as identified in Section 8 of the Plan (Nonpoint Source Management 

Strategy) were those constituents relating to on-site wastewater treatment systems, agricultural 

dispersion of nitrogen through fertilizer use, and conveyance of nitrogen, phosphorus, and E. Coli 

through irrigation ditches.  In working through the 303(d) listed streams in Pueblo County, many of the 

contaminants identified on the 303(d) listing and M&E lists had to do with these very constituents.  While 

selenium and arsenic were identified as contaminants of concern in many basins draining into the 

Arkansas Basin within Pueblo County, constituents having to do with fertilizer contamination and OWTS 

failure such as E. coli, iron, manganese, ammonia, and sulfate were also named on the lists.  Overall, JDS 

inventoried these basins within Pueblo County and identified the following contaminants as those that 

required additional monitoring: 

TABLE 1: REGION 7 WATERSHED BASIN INVENTORY FOR IMPAIRED STREAMS 

Drainage Basin     Identified Contaminant for Further Monitoring 

Fountain Creek Basin (COARFO02a_A)   E.coli, Iron, Lead, Temperature 

Arkansas River-Out of Pueblo Reservoir   Selenium, Temperature 

(COARMA02_B) 

Wildhorse Creek (COARMA04a)   E.coli 

Greenhorn Creek (COARMA09_A)  Arsenic, Selenium 

Chico Creek (COARMA04c_A)   Ammonia, E. coli 

Hayes Creek (COARLA02a_B)   Manganese, Sulfate 

Kramer Creek (COARLA02a_B)   Manganese, Sulfate 

St. Charles River (COARMA06b_A)  Manganese 

Sixmile Creek at River (COARMA10_A)  Iron, Selenium 

Sixmile Creek upstream (COARMA10_A)  Iron, Selenium 

Huerfano River-main (COARMA12_A)  Selenium 

Huerfano River-tributaries (COARMA13c_A) Manganese, Sulfate     

These impaired streams were identified as the focus of the SAP to begin implementation of the updated 

208 plan, specifically in regard to the County Water Quality Monitoring and Best Management Practice 

Strategy portion presented in Section 8.  As a result of the inventory of impaired streams, a sampling plan 

focused on these twelve segments within Pueblo County, with the intent to monitor any seasonal 

changes in contaminant levels throughout the year.  The intent of the first sampling event (suggested in 

January / February during perceived low flow and non-irrigation seasons) was to establish a contaminant 

baseline.  Then, subsequent sampling events would occur in May (during runoff season) and July/August 

(during either drought seasons / rain event season in conjunction with high irrigation and runoff).  This 

sampling and analysis period was suggested to occur over the course of 1-2 years, or as necessary to 

establish a trend.  On March 3, 2022, representatives with JDS-Hydro conducted a site visit to survey 

potential sampling sites as well as inventory the condition of streams during assumed low flow periods 

before spring runoff was to occur.  JDS took photos of the proposed sampling locations identified as 
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conducive to support the sampling and monitoring efforts.  A draft of the SAP was submitted to CDPHE 

on March 7, 2022, for review.  A copy of the SAP draft is attached in Attachment A. 

 

Comments on the SAP were received from CDPHE on April 7, 2022, with the majority of the comments 

focusing on integrating available stream monitoring results for basins identified in the SAP with proposed 

sampling efforts.  These available data sharing platforms, such as eRAMS or CDSN would have a clearing 

house of sampling results for identified constituents which JDS and PACOG could use to monitor 

potential non-point source impacts to Arkansas Basin and sub-basins in Pueblo County.  An amended 

SAP could include links and reference to these platforms for contaminant monitoring in conjunction with 

a modified SAP for local results which the data sharing platforms did not include reference to.    JDS begin 

addressing comments as supplied by CDPHE during the months of July, August, and September 2022.  

On September 6, 2022, Christa Trendle suggested that JDS suspend updates to the current version of 

the SAP plan and wait to incorporate sampling efforts that support the prioritized 9-Element Watershed 

Plan (see next section of this report).  At this point, completion of the finalized SAP has been deferred to 

August 1, 2023, per the amended statement of work for FY 2023 604(b) funding (finalized on November 

10, 2022).  To finalize an SAP that supports the EPA 9 Element Watershed based plan priorities, funding 

from FY 2023 604 (b) funding, BIL funding, and Watershed Planning funding will all be used to complete 

the SAP. 

 SECTION 2: PRE-PLANNING ACTIVIES TO SCOPE INTEREST IN DRAFTING AN EPA 9 ELEMENT 
WATERSHED PLAN 
On January 19, 2022, the State of Colorado extended FEGA Contract #202200002051 with the Pueblo 

Area Council of Governments (PACOG) which was originally intended to support 208 Water Quality 

Management Plan implementation within Pueblo County through the use of 604 (b) funding as described 

above.  This contract extension involved the infusion of another $25,000 in Watershed Planning funding 

to assist PACOG with the development of n EPA 9-Element Watershed Plan.  The focus of the funding 

was to promote pre-planning activities within Pueblo County to help decide how PACOG might be able to 

prioritize efforts to develop a 9-Element plan, with the intent that the plan would support the mitigation of 

non-point source pollution into watershed basins within PACOG’s jurisdiction.  To help support these pre-

planning activities, the following sub-activities were proposed with the statement of work: 

1) PACOG and its consultants shall inventory waterbodies within Region 7 that are impaired by 

nonpoint sources of pollution 

2) PACOG shall assemble existing stream data to inform pre-planning 

3) PACOG shall identify potential project locations where nonpoint source issues may be mitigated 

through BMP’s 

4) PACOG shall identify stakeholders to participate in the pre-planning process 

5) PACOG shall hold at least on (1) stakeholder meeting 

6) PACOG shall collect water quality sampling data following the developed SAP. 

PACOG and its environmental consultant, JDS-Hydro, made substantial progress on many of these sub-

activities.  A summary of what was completed for each sub-activity is described in the sections below: 

1. INVENTORY OF IMPAIRED WATER BODIES 

 An inventory of waterbodies within Region 7 that are impaired by nonpoint sources of pollution was 

preliminarily conducted as part of the Sampling and Analysis Plan described in the first section of 

this report.  Please see a copy of the SAP presented in Appendix A as well as TABLE 1 above. 
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2. INVENTORY OF IMPAIRED WATER BODIES 

JDS was not able to complete this sub-activity task in 2022 for the following reasons: 

1) The sampling and analysis plan as presented in the preliminary SAP report has not yet been 

approved by CDPHE.  Its completion has been deferred until August 1, 2023, following the 

prioritization of an EPA 9-Element Watershed Plan, which will hopefully be established following 

dissemination of this report. 

2) Access to the eRAMS and CDSN sits was difficult in 2022.  JDS was not able to obtain shared 

data on either site as it was not able to access either site.  Multiple attempts were made to 

facilitate access and obtain training on the use of either site, with many overtures not receiving 

a response.  However, with the final study area not yet defined, completion of this sub-activity 

was necessary to further pre-planning tasks that are described below.  CDPHE has already 

scheduled training seminars with 208 agencies in 2023, which should prove helpful in the use of 

eRAMS and the CDSN sites to help facilitate existing data acquisition specific to the areas of 

study for the prioritized 9-Element Watershed Plans. 

 

3. IDENTIFY PROJECT LOCATIONS FOR POTENTIAL BMP’S 

 

JDS prepared a preliminary listing and evaluation for potential BMP’s basin wide within Pueblo 

County.  These BMPs are presented in Attachment B.  The preliminary evaluation presents a list of 23 

potential BMP’s which PACOG may consider for funding, depending upon the basin that it is 

employed in and the constituents which they are attempting to mitigate.  This evaluation criteria will 

be helpful once a final basin and contaminant are selected to prioritize as part of the 9-Element 

Watershed Plan.  In an effort to identify potential 9-Element Watershed projects, JDS proposed a 

series of watershed basins and potential non-point sources and contaminants to consider.  These 

potential priorities were preliminarily evaluated for viability and then presented to EPAC for 

consideration (See Attachment C).  Following the evaluation and presentation, the potential projects 

were included in the PACOG Watershed Survey described below.  A list of potential basins, pollutants, 

and sources are shown below in Table 2. 

 

TABLE 2: POTENTIAL BASIN AND NON-POINT SOURCE PRIORITIZATION PROJECTS 

 

LOCATION    POLLUTANT OF CONCERN  SOURCE  

City of Pueblo   Selenium    Natural 

Fountain Creek   E.Coli     Anthropomorphic 

Tributaries to Arkansas River Ammonia, Iron, Manganese, Sulfate Agricultural / 

Fertilizer 

Wildhorse Creek   E.Coli     Failed OWTS 

St. Charles Mesa   E.Coli, Nitrogen    Failed OWTS 

Pueblo County   Selenium    Natural 
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4. IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS 

The main stakeholders which JDS and PACOG have been working with are the members of PACOG 

and participants of the Environmental Policy Advisory Committee (EPAC) in Pueblo.  EPAC in general 

has served as the main “sounding board” for PACOG and JDS in regard to its environmental pursuits 

and 9-Element Watershed pre-planning activities.  Through meetings with EPAC and PACOG, JDS 

identified the following entities as potential stakeholders to participate in the 9-Element Watershed 

Plan pre-planning activities and prioritization process (Note that this table is also included in 

Attachment E) 

TABLE 3: PACOG STAKEHOLDERS FOR 9-ELEMENT WATERSHED PLAN PRE-PLANNING PROCESS 

1) City of Pueblo – Wastewater Department 

2) City of Pueblo – Stormwater Department 

3) Pueblo Board of Water Works 

4) School District 60 

5) School District 70 

6) Pueblo West Metropolitan District 

7) Colorado City Metropolitan District 

8) Town of Rye 

9) Town of Boone 

10) Pueblo Airport Industrial Park 

11) Pueblo Reservoir State Recreation Area 

12) Pueblo County Stormwater 

13) St. Charles Mesa Sanitation District 

14) Meadowbrook Mobile Home Park 

15) Avondale Water and Sanitation District 

16) Comanche Generating Station 

17) Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel 

18) Salt Creek Metropolitan District 

19) Fort Reynolds 

20) EPAC Board Members – Arleen Aguirre, Andra Ahrens, Becky Cortese, Ted Lopez, Sherie Shaffer 

21) Pueblo Department of Public Health – OWTS Division 

22) Beulah Water Works District 

23) Pine Drive Water District 

24) Blende Sanitation District 

25) Pueblo Nature Center 

26) Southeastern Colorado Conservatory 

27) Pueblo Plex – Pueblo Chemical Depot 

28) San Isabel Land Protection Trust 

29) Palmer Land Conservatory 

30) State of Colorado Land Trust 

31) Colorado Cattleman’s Association 

32) Genova Brothers Farms and Feedlots 

33) Chili Growers Association 

34) US Consolidated Farm Service Agency 

35) Bartolo Family Farm 

36) PACOG Members – Heather Graham, Lawrence Atencio, Vicente Martinez Ortega, Regina 

Maestri, Lori Winner, Sarah Martinez, Dennis Flores, Epimenio Griego, Garrison Ortiz, Chris 
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Wiseman, Mike Cafasso, Barbara Clementi, Christopher DeLuca, Harry Hochstelter, Doug Proal, 

Ed Gutierrez, Terry Hart, Devic Russell, Jr., Nick Gradishar, Dan Kogovsek, Sabina Genesio 

 

5. HOLD ONE (1) STAKEHOLDER MEETING 

JDS held five (5) stakeholder meetings with EPAC and two (2) meetings with PACOG.  The five 

meetings with EPAC were held on April 7th, June 2nd, August 4th, October 6th, and December 1st.  The 

purpose of these meetings was to update EPAC on the intent of the pre-planning activities, update 

EPAC on progress, obtain information on potential stakeholders, and to share with EPAC the results 

of the PACOG Watershed Plan survey (described below).  The two meetings with PACOG were held 

on February 15th and December 7th.  The February 15th meeting was to apprise new PACOG board 

members of the Watershed pre-planning activities, and then the December 7th meeting was to 

update PACOG members of the results of the Watershed Survey described below.  

Because it was not possible to bring all identified stakeholders into one meeting, JDS worked with 

other 208 agencies and CDPHE to develop a survey for the purpose of obtained input from all 

interested stakeholders.  Using information from the other 208 agencies in Colorado (with their 

permission) JDS prepared a survey containing relevant questions to the 9-Element Watershed pre-

planning questions.  A copy of the survey is contained in Attachment D for reference.  Using Survey 

Monkey software, a link to the survey was sent out to each stakeholder listed above in Table 3 on 

October 18th, with survey results requested by November 28th, 2022.  Results from the survey were 

presented to the EPAC board at their December 1 bi-monthly meeting and to PACOG members at 

their December 8th meeting.  An additional survey was sent out to all PACOG members for their input 

on December 8th, 2022, with responses requested by the end of the year. 

Of the roughly thirty (30) stakeholders which JDS sent surveys out to responses were received from 

roughly half of the participants.  A summary of survey results is provided at the end of Attachment E.  

However, in reviewing the results from the survey, it was obvious that the top two situations of 

concern were the following in Pueblo County: 

1) Agriculture non-point contaminants from fertilizer and agriculture.  In this case agricultural runoff 

from farmlands, runoff from grazing lands, or irrigation runoff on the surface or through irrigation 

ditches. 

2) Failed OWTS systems, whether in the Wildhorse Creek basin or St. Charles Mesa area. 

Table 4, which provides a weighted summary of the topics of concern shows that the most significant 

issue as viewed by the stakeholder respondents was agricultural runoff in the Pueblo County area.  

OWTS issues also ranked high, garnering 30 weighted points.  Interestingly, surface water road runoff 

also ranked high in the form of roadway contaminants (32 points) and detention pond capacity (31 

points). 

Table 5 depicts a summary of preferred projects by the survey responders.  OWTS issues in Pueblo 

County ranked as the overall number 1 preferred prioritized project in the survey, with OWTS 

contributions to nitrogen levels in the St. Charles Mesa area ranking as project number 2.  

Contaminant contributions to drainage basins in Pueblo County ranked as preferred project number 

3.  So, while the top two constituents of concern were somewhat consistent with the top issues of 

concern (agriculture runoff and OWTS failure issues) their rankings were “flip-flopped” in project 

preference. 
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Table 4: TOPICS OF CONCERN WEIGHTED SUMMARY FROM SURVEY 

 

TABLE 5: PREFERRED 9-ELEMENT PROJECTS 

 

6. WATER QUALITY SAMPLING 

As mentioned above, the preliminary sampling and analysis plan has not yet been approved by 

CDPHE.  The intent is to apply this sampling and analysis effort to the 9-Element Watershed Pan to 

support the data gathering phase of that report.  As described in Section 1 above, the new statement 

of work for the Phase 2 Implementation Phase requires an approved sampling and analysis plan by 

August 1, 2023.  Following the approval of SAP, JDS and PACOG will be doing water quality sampling 

in support of the prioritized 9-Element Watershed Planning effort. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Following the receipt of the results from the stakeholder survey, there is noted desire to further 

investigate either OWTS impacts on drainage basins in the Arkansas Valley or focus on agricultural 

influences on constituents of concern, specifically downstream of Pueblo Reservoir.  It is also noted 

that PACOG itself has expressed an interest in further investigating not only OWTS impacts on the 
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St. Charles Mesa drainage basin, but also on groundwater contamination as well.  CDPHE has 

expressed that it would like to see these 9-Element Watershed Plans focus on areas of growth within 

the communities covered by the 208 plans.  Considering these perspectives, JDS would recommend 

focusing an EPA 9-Element Watershed Planning effort on evaluating the impacts of OWTS 

construction and failures on drainage basins within the Arkansas Valley.  Contaminants of concern 

which could help identify areas of significant OWTS failure impact could include the following: 

E. coli 

Nitrogen in all of its forms 

Phosphorus 

Caffeine 

Pharmaceuticals 

While investigating the impacts of OWTS systems over the entire Arkansas Basin may be difficult, it 

could focus its efforts on the two specific areas noted in the survey, those being: Wildhorse Creek 

drainage basin and St. Charles Mesa drainage basin. 

Ultimately, representative stakeholders may wish to focus efforts on the agricultural contaminant 

impacts on the Arkansas basin, or even the roadway and surface contaminant impacts on the basins.  

However, the survey results do seem to indicate a preference towards either OWTS or agricultural 

impact evaluations. 

This report will be disseminated to CDPHE, EPAC, and PACOG to obtain their comments and 

opinions.  Input from these entities will be collected in the months of January and February 2023, 

with a final decision on how to move forward on a potential EPA 9-Element Watershed Plan cemented 

by end of March 2023. 

 

Appendices Attached 

Attachment A - Sampling and Analysis Plan 

Attachment B - BMP Preliminary Evaluation 

Attachment C -  9-Element Watershed Pan Project Evaluation 

Attachment D - PACOG Regional Nonpoint Survey Source Watershed Plan Survey 

Attachment E -  PACOG Regional Nonpoint Survey Source Watershed Plan Survey Results  
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1.0 Introduction: 
The Pueblo Area Council of Governments (PACOG) in conjunction with the Colorado Department of 

Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) has recently updated their existing 208 Plan for Pueblo County.  

One of the most important updates to the existing 208 plan was the addition of an impaired stream 

segment strategy, especially in the context of nonpoint source stream management.  One of the 

strategies identified in the updated 208 Water Quality Management Plan was to identify nonpoint 

source contaminants through direct stream sampling.  This effort, in conjunction with researching data 

available on the National Water Quality Monitoring Council’s Water Quality Portal, the Environmental 

Resource Assessment and Management System (eRAMS), and the Colorado Data Sharing Network 

(CDSN) is hoped to provide a backdrop of the constituents which could be jeopardizing water quality in 

the Arkansas Basin within Pueblo County.  In addition, identifying potential non-point source 

contaminants via obtaining existing data or through in-house water quality sampling efforts could help 

streamline the development of best management practices (BMP’s) required to mitigate watershed 

contamination.  This SAP Plan has been written with the intent to inventory receiving streams within the 

county and determine streams and ditches that are in need of water quality monitoring due to 

anthropomorphic impacts such as human and pet waste, agricultural run-off increasing nutrients in said 

water bodies, as well as any non-permitted storm water impacts.  This Plan will document and identify 

streams of concern as well as parameters to be sampled.  Ultimately, it is hoped that the 

implementation of this SAP will help identify impacted streams, contaminants of concern, and potential 

mitigation practices which can be expanded upon in a 9 Element EPA non-point source watershed plan.  

2.0 Background: 
The Colorado Department of Health and Environment (CDPHE) has provided 604(b) funding to PACOG in 

years past to update individual permitted discharger wastewater utility plans as well as the region’s 208 

Water Quality Management Plan. These updates revealed that permitted dischargers and MS4 

dischargers are generally staying within permitted discharge limits. Regarding the largest point source 

discharger in Pueblo County, that being City of Pueblo’s James R. Dilorio Water Reclamation Facility, the 

facility is reducing selenium levels in the effluent that are below selenium levels seen in the receiving 

stream (Arkansas River). However, there are still some stream segments within El Paso County that 

discharge to the Arkansas River that are listed as impaired in the most recent 303(d) listing and should 

be further investigated as to the causes of the identified impairments.  By dividing the county into 

quadrants, two of the quadrants on the east side of the county show extreme stream and tributary 

impairment while the west two quadrants report fewer stream and tributary impairments. It is likely 

that the improved stream quality on the west side is due to less human impact on water flowing 

downstream from the mountains. Within Pueblo County, the only major point source or non-point 

dischargers in the Arkansas Basin is the Pueblo West Wastewater Treatment Facility, and MS4 

discharges from the Pueblo West stormwater management system.  A majority of the water quality 

impairments seen on the mountainous side of the county are arsenic and selenium which have been 

shown to leach from the shale rock that form the geologic foothill formations on the west side of the 

county.  

The eastern two quadrants have been shown to be high in ammonia, manganese, iron, selenium, 

sulfate, and E.coli.  These two quadrants, which are predominantly downstream of Pueblo Reservoir, 

feature many more opportunities for non-point source contamination than upstream of the reservoir.  



Fountain Creek, which has its headwaters north and west of Colorado Springs, has been identified as 

impaired for E.Coli, Iron, and Lead.  Given that Monument Creek, which joins Fountain Creek just west of 

downtown Colorado Springs, is significantly impacted by stormwater runoff through Colorado Springs 

metropolitan area, is a likely candidate for non-point source contamination by these constituents.  

Fountain Creek discharges into the Arkansas River just east of downtown Pueblo.  In addition, 

stormwater discharges from the City of Pueblo, ranch lands, farmlands, Chico Creek, St. Charles River 

and Sixmile Creek all provide opportunities for non-point source contamination in the form of 

manganese, ammonia, E. coli, iron, and lead.  E. Coli specifically from human and animal feces carried by 

either surface water runoff from ranchlands and MS4 discharges from stormwater systems.  Ammonia, 

manganese, lead, and cadmium can be prevalent in fertilizer.  Given the large amount of agricultural 

present around the Arkansas River downstream of Pueblo Reservoir the presence of these contaminants 

(especially ammonia, manganese, and iron) is not a surprise.  Selenium and sulfate is generally seen as 

more of a natural but non-point source contaminant.  However, further identification of the prevalence 

and source of these contaminants will be extremely important through the implementation of this SAP.  

Especially if it can lead to development of BMPs to help mitigate the discharge of contaminants 

emanating from fertilizer use, septic failures, or animal / human waste washout.  

CDPHE desires the evaluation of anthropomorphic impacts to the impaired stream segments in Pueblo 

County. The updated 208 Plan states a watershed approach to increase control of potential pollution to 

these streams such as consolidation and reduction of OWTS systems, cooperative agreement with 

entities beyond the county ie: El Paso County, sampling and monitoring areas of concern within stream 

segments to determine possible solutions for pollution reduction, and implementation of BMPs for the 

county regarding agriculture, human impacts, and reduction of shale run-off chemicals.  

Table 1: 303(d) Listed Streams and Contaminants in Pueblo County 

Location TMDL/303(d)/M&E Contaminant Identified 

Northwest Quadrant   

Fountain Creek   COARFO02a_A 303(d) E. coli 

 M&E Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp 

Arkansas River out of Pueblo 
Reservoir   COARMA02_B 

303(d) Se-D, Temp 

Southwest Quadrant   

Wildhorse Creek   COARMA04a TMDL E. coli  

Greenhorn Creek   COARMA09_A 303(d) As-T, Se-D 

Northeast Quadrant   

Chico Creek   COARMA04c_A 303(d) NH3 

  M&E E. coli 

Hayes Creek   COARLA02a_B 303(d) Mn-D, SO4 

Kramer Creek   COARLA02a_B 303(d) Mn-D, SO4 

Southeast Quadrant   

St. Charles River   COARMA06b_A 303(d) Mn-D 

Sixmile Creek   COARMA10_A 
Closer to Arkansas River 

303(d) Fe-Trec, Se-D 

Sixmile Creek   COARMA10_A 
Upstream of Arkansas River 

303(d) Fe-Trec, Se-D 



Huerfano River COARMA12_A - 
main 

303(d) Se-D 

Huerfano River COARMA13c_A – 
tributaries 

303(d) Mn-D, SO4 

Figure 1: 303 (d) Listed Streams in Pueblo County 

 

3.0 Objectives: 
Creating this SAP will provide PACOG guidance for evaluating areas and parameters of concern within 

the County. Sampling locations, sampling frequency, parameters of concern, sampling methods, quality 

control, and reporting are documented to provide direction for PACOG to move forward in reducing the 

pollution found in the stream segments within the County.  

The results from the SAP will be used to determine what pollutant is having the greatest impact and 

which source gives the greatest opportunity to reduce pollution. Human impacts derived from E. Coli 

contamination is a major contributor to impaired streams, especially in Fountain Creek and Wildhorse 

Creek basin. E. coli encountered in these two basins are more than likely the result of human or animal 

impacts in the form of stormwater runoff through Colorado Springs and septic system failures in Pueblo 

West.  The other impacts are likely non-point source agriculture runoff, especially in the ranching and 

farming areas of the eastern Arkansas River. Natural pollutants from the shale leaching are difficult to 



manage outside of point source discharge permits but the sampling and analysis plan should provide 

insight into the areas with the largest impact from natural pollution.  

Overall, the objectives of the SAP outcomes can be summarized as follows: 

1. To scientifically evaluate the effectiveness of watershed technologies and potential best management 

practices designed to control nonpoint source pollution 

2. To improve our understanding of nonpoint source pollution sources 

3. To focus the scope of the potential 9 Element Watershed Plan into a more manageable and 

concentrated effort.  By identifying the locations and constituents that impact the Arkansas Basin in 

Pueblo County, PACOG’s efforts (in conjunction with other stakeholders) can be focused and more 

efficient in developing strategies to address the mitigation of non-point source pollution. 

4.0 Monitoring Strategy: 
Conducting stream sampling during the following seasons should provide a representative profile as to 

what level certain constituents are encountered in receiving streams: Low flow in winter, runoff season 

in late spring, and mid-summer during steady flow steady flow (preferably between rain events when 

turbidity within the stream is at its lowest). In year one, each location should be monitored, and 

sampling collection should be attempted at all three scheduled sampling times: once in the months of 

January / February, once in May, and once in July /August.  And as mentioned above, the goal would be 

to refrain from sampling just after a precipitation event.  

5.0 Sampling Protocols: 

5.1 Chain of Custody, Sample Bottle Labeling 
Each sample site will need its own chain of custody form to return to the certified lab with the sample 

bottles. This form will document the analytes desired as well as sampling time and date. A supplemental 

document listing all the analytes desired can be returned with the chain of custody to guarantee all 

desired results are received. Each bottle should state the location of the sample, the date and time, as 

well as the initials of the sampler. On each bottle a number for the sample will be assigned. This number 

should match the number listed on the chain of custody form so that there are two points of reference 

as to what compounds should be analyzed in each sample bottle.  

5.2 Grab Sample Technique 
Water can be collected in a larger container that has been cleaned and thoroughly rinsed, and then 

dispensed into the smaller sample bottles. It is important that the larger container always remain 

completely mixed while dispensing into the smaller sample bottles. If the stream is not too high or too 

low, another option is to take the sample directly out of the stream.   If this is the selected alternative, 

the sampler shall face upstream and make sure the sample is being taken in the direct stream flow, not 

in a lower flow section, pool, or eddy.  

5.3 Field Parameter Measurements 
Temperature / pH – for the representative temperature measurement of the stream to be accurate, it 

must be measured in situ. Measured pH is most accurate when taken in the field as well. A properly 

calibrated field probe will provide results that can be quickly compared from location to location. 



Writing the temperature and pH on the chain of custody form will allow documentation that can then be 

brought back and entered to a data quantification spreadsheet or database.  

5.4 Flow Calculation 
The best possible in-stream sampling location is recommended to be near a USGS stream gauge which is 

currently active and monitoring / recording stream flows. Obtaining accurate stream flows from an 

adjacent monitoring location may not be possible at some of the proposed sampling locations, especially 

in some of the intermittent streams located on the prairies where stream flow is not regularly 

monitored. If the site does not have a stream gauge located within a mile of the sample site, a stream 

flow calculation will need to be performed. The next section will describe how to calculate stream flow 

in a channel.  

5.4.1 Stream Channel Measurement 
Stream flow is the measurement of a volume of water flowing past a certain location. This 

measurement is most often reported in cubic feet per second (cfs). High flow conditions can reduce 

the quantity of a pollutant in the stream due to a higher quantity of water versus the quantity of 

pollutant. The opposite is also true for a pollutant that is caused from leaching from the banks of the 

stream. Higher flowrates will precipitate more sediment from the rocks surrounding the stream or 

river.  

 

The flow of a stream is directly related to the amount of water moving off the watershed into the 

stream channel. It is affected by weather, increasing during rainstorms, and decreasing during dry 

periods. It also changes during different seasons of the year, decreasing during the summer months 

when evaporation rates are high and shoreline vegetation is actively growing and removing water 

from the ground. August and September are usually the months of lowest flow for most streams and 

rivers in most of the country. 

 

Stream flow can be impacted by weather, run off, or drought conditions. As stated above, stream 

flow can have an impact on water quality. Typically, the stream flow is highest in May or June when 

runoff is in its full release. The streams in Pueblo County are typically lowest in the winter when the 

snow in the mountains is frozen and rainstorms are rare. Flooding events greatly change the quality 

of the streams with overflow carrying more fecal matter on stream banks into the water system while 

diluting other pollutants found in the stream.  

 

Water moving off the watershed into the stream is the basis of stream flow. Runoff and major 

precipitation events cause an increase in stream flow. Low precipitation seasons as well as years of 

drought impact stream flow. The month of June is typically the highest average flow month due to 

snowmelt and precipitation. September and October are usually the months of lowest flow for most 

streams and rivers in most of Pueblo County due to low precipitation. 
 

 

Flow determination: It is possible that the locations that will be the best representation of 

anthropomorphic impact will be on stream segments that do not have a corresponding USGS flow gauge 

within a ½ mile. Stream flows will need to be hand calculated using the following methods.  

 



 

6.0 Sampling Locations: 
The table below is a map with approximate sampling locations as well as a table noting the sampling 

location and compounds to be sample to determine baseline for pollution levels. The compounds 

sampled during each event may change. All 15 sites will be sampled for quantitative E. coli, total and 

dissolved iron, total lead, ammonia, dissolved selenium, total arsenic, total nitrogen, total phosphorous, 

sulfate, pH, flow, and dissolved manganese. Sampling locations were verified on March 3, 2022.  

 

Table 2: List of Proposed Sampling Locations and Contaminants 

Location Sample Location Contaminant To Sample 

Northwest Quadrant Coordinates  

1) Fountain Creek   COARFO02a_A 
     Bridge North of Steele Hollow 

38.7628° N 
104.5975° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

2) Fountain Creek   COARFO02a_A 
     Footbridge near Confluence     
     Arkansas River 

38.25549° N 
104.590679° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

 

3) Arkansas River_COARMA02_B 
    Swim Beach Parking Lot 

38.2714° N 
104.71673° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

Southwest Quadrant   

4) Wildhorse Creek   COARMA04a 
     Near origination – E. Platteville       
     Blvd. Bridge 

38.347573° N 
104.658115°W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

5)  Wildhorse Creek   COARMA04a 
     Confluence Arkansas River at  
     Wildhorse Creek Open Space 

38.277046° N 
104.639014° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

6) Greenhorn Creek COARMA09_A    
     D/S of WWTP at Cedarwood Rd 

38.953319°N 
104.773244°W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

Northeast Quadrant   

7) Chico Creek   COARMA04c_A 
     Hwy. 3 Bridge near Chemical 

Depot 

38.360770° N, 
104.387481° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 



8) Chico Creek   COARMA04c_A 
  Hwy 50 over Chico Creek 
 

38.266073° N 
104.372483° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

9) Haynes Creek   COARLA02a_B 
     Boone Road near WWTP 
     (need permission from WWTP) 

38.2483 ° N 
104.2403° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 
 

10)Haynes Creek COARLA02a_B 
      Hwy. 3 Bridge east of Chemical 

Depot 

38.391673°N, 
104.316579°W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

11)Kramer Creek   COARLA02a_B 
      Hwy. 96 over bridge 

37.953319° N, 
104.773244° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

Southeast Quadrant   

12) Arkansas River COARMA02 
       Leaving Pueblo County – 
       167 Bridge in Fowler, CO 

38.140737° N, 
104.022556° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

13) St. Charles River COARMA06b   
       A Santa Fe Drive Bridge 

38.246710°N, 
104.489453°W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

14) Sixmile Creek   COARMA10_A 
       Close to Arkansas River at     
       Hwy. 50 

38.244455° N 
104.395702° W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

15) Sixmile Creek   COARMA10_A 
       Creek Headwaters at    
       40th Lane Culverts (Hwy. 323)  

38.187374°N, 
104.423606°W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 
(out of Bessemer Ditch) 

16) Huerfano River COARMA12_A 
       At Hwy 50 (USGS site) 

38.225653°N, 
104.423606°W 

E. coli, Fe-D, Fe-Trec, Pb-T, Temp, NH3, 
Se-D, As-T, TN, TP, SO4, Mn-D, pH, flow 

 
 

7.0 Documentation: 
Sampling documentation should occur on the certified laboratory COC form supplied with sampling 

bottles. Document the location sampled, the time, the date, and the chemical analysis desired. 

Recording the field temperature and pH on the COC comments also provides a record for documenting 

these parameters.  

All laboratory results should be saved in electronic format to be distributed to all impacted parties.  

After sampling results have been received from a certified laboratory, all data should be recorded in 

spreadsheet or database format. Each location should have its own columns and rows denoting dates 

sampled and compound results in standard form. This will allow for the comparison of pollutant values 

during each of the determined sampling periods. Spreadsheet or database documentation allows the 

information to be extracted for different comparison, graphical, or presentation purposes.  

8.0 Sampling Plan: 
Sample collection should be performed by a knowledgeable and experienced staff member who is able 

to competently adhere to the recommended protocols. Due to the nature of stream water quality site 



all around Pueblo County, preplanning route is imperative if it is desired to collect all samples in one 

day. Waders will also be necessary for some of the sample locations.  

Samples should be analyzed by a CDPHE certified laboratory experienced in analyzing the required 

compounds. Timing of the sampling events should occur in the months listed in Monitoring Section.  

Figure 2: Sample Location Map  

 

9.0 Quality Control 
Sampling should be conducted by personnel with stream sampling experience. Samples should be 

delivered to certified lab within allowable chemical hold times for accurate results. All data must be 

reliable and documented.  

Equipment used in each sampling event should be sanitized, and if necessary, calibrated before use. 

Latex gloves should be worn during sampling.  

Only CDPHE certified laboratories should be used for chemical analysis. All listed laboratories are not 

certified for every compound sampled. Note which lab will be able to analyze which compounds prior to 

departing for sampling effort.  

10.0 Reporting 
The following information shall also be documented in conjunction with the contaminants being 

sampled in the sample bottles.  

- Sample location / location number according to Figure 2 and Table 1 



- Name of stream / creek 
- Description of location in stream where samples are being taken (i.e. middle of stream, stream 

banks, etc.) 
- Document whether samples were taken from a larger bottle or directly from stream 
- Date of sample 
- Time of sample 
- Ambient temperature / weather conditions 
- Clarity of water / flow pattern (i.e. turbid, laminar, calm, if there is flow at all) 
- List of contaminants being sampled 

 
From this information, the goal is to determine if there is a seasonal pattern to sampling results, 

increase or decrease in pollutant, as well as determining if any other compound may soon exceed 

healthy limits in the stream. After such determination is made, future sample planning should occur. 

Three years of sampling will solidify patterns in the stream. However, education and improving best 

management practices can be implemented after the first year of sampling and analysis evaluation.  

11.0 References 
AFCURE; Monitoring Group Baseline Watershed Monitoring Plan; August 2021, Latest Update December 

2019; pages 3-2 through 3-4; Colorado. 

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment; cdphe.colorado.gov/clean-water-gis-maps; 

Map of stream segmentation; Pueblo County; Updated January 2022. 
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APPENDIX A 

SAMPLING LOCATION PHOTOS  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  



Sampling Location Photos 

                          

1- Fountain Creek – Pinon Road Bridge   2 – Fountain Creek @ Confluence Park 

                        

3 – Arkansas River @ Pueblo Res. Swim Beach   4 – Wildhorse Creek – Platteville St. Culverts 

                         

5 – Wildhorse Creek @ 11th St. Bridge   6 – Greenhorn Creek – Cedarwood Rd. Bridge 

 

 

 

 



                                 

7 – Chico Creek – Hwy 3 Bridge           8 – Chico Creek – Hwy 50 Bridge 

                                     

9 – Haynes Creek – Boone WWTP                             10 – Haynes Creek – Hwy 3 

                                 

11 – Kramer Creek – Hwy 96 Bridge           12 – Arkansas River – Hwy 167 Bridge 

 

 

 

 

 



                        

13 – St. Charles River – Santa Fe Bridge          14 – Sixmile Creek – Santa Fe Bridge 

                        

15 – Sixmile Creek – 40th Lane Culverts         16 – Huerfano River – Hwy 50 Bridge 
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ATTACHMENT B 

BMP PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TAG DESCRIPTION Meet Goal 1 Meet Goal 2 Meet Goal 3
GOAL 1

REDUCE E.COLI

GOAL 2

INCREASE 

UNDERSTANDIN

G OF NPS 

CONTRIBUTION

GOAL 3

EDUCATION OF 

COMMUNITY 

ABOUT THEIR 

ROLE

PRO/ BENEFITS CON/ LIMITATIONS/ CHALLENGES
Estimated 

PROGRESS RATE

Improve 

environmental 

indicator?

FCW- HC1

Encourage the development of additional 

shelters and support services to reduce impacts 

from homeless populations.

N N Y LE/LI LE/HI HE/HI Benefit a community in need and reduce e.coli if 

planned/executed effectively.

Define encourage.

Encourage = fund?
YEARS Indirectly

FCW- HC2
Partner with non-governmental organizations 

and other stakeholders to address homelessness.
N N N LE/LI LE/HI HE/HI Benefit a community in need and reduce e.coli if 

planned/executed effectively.
No direct impact to meeting Goal 1.

YEARS Indirectly

FCW- HC3

Partner with community organizations to 

perform periodic and/or ongoing cleanup of 

homeless camps

Y Y Y HE/HI HE/HI HE/HI

Partnering with a community organization distributes the 

workload. Cleaning homeless camps reuce the wastes that may 

travel to nearby waterways. Health/ safety/ security

TEMPORRARY/ 

PERIODIC Directly

FCW- HC4
Provide increased access to public 

restrooms/alternative waste disposal options.
Y Y Y HE/HI HE/LI HE/LI

Access to public restrooms (other, sinks) and waste disposal 

options may provide a valuable resource to homeless 

communities and may reduce e.coli. Costs/ maintenance/ security PARTIAL Directly

FCW- HC5

Promote Police/code enforcement of City of 

Colorado Springs ordinance passed July 2018 

which makes it illegal to camp within 100 feet of 

a public waterway

Y N Y HE/HI HE/LI LE/HI

May reduce e.coli present in waterways near homeless camps. 

Limiting resources for the homeless community without 

providing/ promoting a healthy alternative. PARTIAL Indirectly

FCW-OWTS1
Implement programs to identify potentially 

failing OWTS.
N Y n LE/LI HE/HI LE/LI

Existing information available for the city of Pueblo What is to be done with the gathered information? Months Indirectly

FCW-OWTS2
Develop a map identifying OWTS locations, ages, 

permitting, and historical information
N Y n LE/LI HE/HI LE/LI

Existing information available for the city of Pueblo What is to be done with the gathered information? Months Indirectly

FCW-OWTS3

Educate owners of OWTS, including homeowners 

and RV parks of the importance of maintaining 

OWTS.

N N Y LE/LI HE/HI HE/HI Means to provide useful guidance/ funding for facilitating 

maintenance of OWTS.

Lack of interest.

Lack of incentive to maintain failing OWTS Months Indirectly

FCW-DPW1

Provide signs instructing pet owners to pick up 

pet waste, pet waste bags and disposal 

containers.

N N Y LE/LI LE/LI LE/HI
Raise awareness

Does not ensure the environmental indicator is met.

May prove to be an ineffective means of reducing e. coli. YEARS Indirectly

FCW-DPW2 Adopt and enforce pet waste ordinances. Y N Y LE/LI LE/LI LE/LI
Raise awareness with legal implications

Does not ensure the environmental indicator is met.

Who will enforce responses to violations? YEARS Indirectly

FCW-DPW3 Establish E/O programs targeting pet owners. Y Y Y LE/LI LE/LI HE/HI
Raise awareness

Does not ensure the environmental indicator is met.

Ensure curriculum is appropriate for each audience. YEARS/PARTIAL Indirectly

FCW-DPW4
Develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 

for dog parks.
N N N HE/LI HE/LI HE/LI

Raise awareness

Does not ensure the environmental indicator is met.

May be perceived as an inefective means of using 

funding/time. YEARS/PARTIAL Indirectly

FCW-DPW5
Place dog parks away from environmentally 

sensitive areas.
Y Y N HE/HI LE/LI LE/LI

protect waterway

Existing dog parks near local waterways  require an 

alternative splution. YEARS/PARTIAL Directly

FCW-DPW6
Protect vegetative buffers along streams to 

discourage stream access
Y Y N HE/HI LE/LI LE/LI

protect waterway

Native vegetation will need to be grown. Initial irrigation 

of newley planted vegitation is needed to ensure 

successful growth.

YEARS/PARTIAL/TE

MPORARY Directly
FCW-DPW7 Explore options for pet waste composting. N N N LE/LI LE/LI LE/LI Explore an alternative waste disposal option Does not ensure the environmental indicator is met. YEARS Indirectly

FCW-RL1

Exclude livestock from riparian zones. Restrict 

riparian areas from being utilized as shade, 

holding areas, or feeding areas for livestock

Y Y Y HE/HI HE/HI HE/HI

protect waterway public/private perception/ willingness years Directly

FCW-RL2
Encourage uniform livestock distribution over 

the pasture.
N Y Y HE/LI HE/LI HE/HI

protect waterway public/private perception/ willingness years Directly

FCW-RL3

Fence streamside corridors to restrict 

unrestrained access while still providing drinking 

water for grazing animals

N Y N HE/LI HE/HI HE/HI
protect waterway

Method

rereview years Directly

FCW-RL4
Divert runoff from animal confinement areas and 

manure stockpiles away from riparian zones.
Y Y N HE/HI HE/LI HE/LI

protect waterway Method years Directly

FCW-RL5

Remove manure from stormwater runoff, 

streams, ditches or other channels that can carry 

waste.

Y Y N HE/HI HE/HI HE/LI
protect waterway Method years Directly

FCW-W1  E/O Y Y Y LE/LI LE/LI HE/HI
Educating the community on how to make decisions that will 

improve their local waterway. Lack of interest. years Indirectly

FCW-W2

Install bird roosting deterrents, population 

controls, and habitat modifications that may 

reduce bird waste inputs

Y Y N HE/HI HE/HI LE/LI
protect waterway may affect native threatened/ endangered species. months Directly

FCW-W3
Reduce food sources available to rural wildlife 

(manage garbage/dumpsters)
Y Y Y LE/HI LE/HI LE/HI

protect waterway Costs partial Indirectly
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ATTACHMENT C 

9-ELEMENT WATERSHED PLAN – 
PROJECT EVALUATION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



No. Location Pollutant of Concern (POC) Source Control Approach Notes Work Path Document

1 City of Pueblo Selenium Natural MS4 Permit System

That makes more sense regarding the benefits/challenges of using MS4 permit approaches to control selenium. If you need a few more examples of efforts to limit E. coli through MS4 permit requirements, you can look at Part III (page 80) of the MS4 

non-standard permit (COR070000). The Non-Standard permit was updated to include more stringent requirements for permittees that discharge to waters with an E. coli TMDL, including storm sewer system cleaning requirements:

“Storm Sewer Cleaning Program Plan: The permittee shall update (as needed) and implement a plan to inspect and clean the storm sewer system parts draining to Boulder Creek segment 2. The plan must specify a minimum inspection frequency for 

all storm sewer catch basins, inlets, and control measures of at least once per year or as required in Part I.E.5.a.ii(D), whichever is more frequent. The plan must also include criteria for when debris, trash and sediment are to be removed. The plan 

must specify that at least 20% of the permittee’s MS4 system pipes draining to Boulder Creek segment 2 be cleaned each year, rotating so that all pipes are cleaned within a five-year period; however, the permittee will not be required to clean pipes 

in portions of the system for which they can document that sampling and analysis demonstrates that the portion does not exhibit a dry weather discharge with E. coli concentrations above 126 cfu/100 mL. If the permittee documents this 

demonstration then they are only required to clean 20% of all pipes with E. coli concentrations above 126 cfu/100 mL per year.”

This language is not yet in the Standard General MS4 Permit (COR080000; the one that covers the City of Pueblo), but it will likely be added to this permit during the next update. As far as cost/benefit, this requirement is high effort and potentially 

high benefit as far as removing substrate that E. coli could be thriving on in the storm sewer system, but it really depends on if there is an E. coli source in that part of the system to begin with. If there isn’t a source of E. coli, cleaning the pipes isn’t 

going to do anything to reduce the E. coli concentration in storm discharges from that part of the system. It’s still beneficial for water quality in general, as it would be removing sediment and other pollutants. But the high cost/effort to clean out the 

entire storm system (or monitor to prove you don’t have to clean a particular area) makes it a challenge and I think it’s hard to definitively say that it would be worth the cost to the municipality. 

As for selenium, there aren’t currently requirements specific to selenium in the General Standard or Non-Standard MS4 permits. I only know some basics on selenium—it’s generally not a “stormwater” problem but is naturally occurring depending on 

geology and it only becomes a problem when the groundwater concentrations of it becomes too high. This happens in part due to ag and draining wetlands, since wetlands are a natural selenium “sink”. I have a hard time thinking of things that a 

municipality could do under their MS4 permit that would make a measurable difference in selenium levels… except maybe monitoring of any stormwater outfalls that have a baseflow from groundwater to see if that groundwater has high selenium 

levels? But even if they then repair those pipes so that they cut off the groundwater baseflow, that baseflow will just surface somewhere else and still contain selenium… so for the cost of finding the issue and repairing a pipe, I don’t know that I 

would consider that a worthwhile endeavor. Potentially installing constructed wetlands, but constructed wetlands are high-cost post-construction control measures that generally require a baseflow (which can be $$$ because that usually involves 

the purchase of water rights…) and intense ongoing maintenance to actually function to remove metals. If they aren’t well-maintained, they can easily become a source of nutrients and metals, including selenium.

1) contact internal resource

2) review and discuss findings (see notes)

3) Present to team lead.

MS4 permit requirements, you can look at 

Part III (page 80) of the MS4 non-standard 

permit (COR070000)

2

Fountain Creek 

-> 

Arkansas River

E. Coli Human impacts

Various Initiatives 

proposed to reduce 

poc

see initiative review in TAB "FCW"

TASK: review initiatives, PRO/CON evaluation and id where could this benefit, restrictions, challenges

1) Review document 

2) Identify initiatives/ goals

3) Document comparison regarding initiative and 

perceived success rate based on level of effort and 

potential impact

4) Present to team lead

FOUNTAIN CREEK WATERSHED

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

NINE-ELEMENT PLAN FOR THE 

MANAGEMENT OF ESCHERICHIA COLI

3

Tributaries below Pueblo Reservoir 

->

Arkansas River

Fertilizer based contaminants 

(i.e. Ammonia, Iron, 

Manganese, Sulfate)

Agricultural

SEE "SAMPLING" TAB

FURTHER WORK NEEDED

eRAMs: Under Construction due to catastrophic failure, in ongoing dialog with developer. Search of alternative means to generate/ identify sample data.

USGS: Field parameter data available

AF CURE: Sampling location on site, need training to generate data on Colorado Water DAta

TASK: search and comparison of constituents currently being sampled in Pueblo County (specifically Fountain Creek basin and Arkansas River basin) in this area.

1) Review document

2) Identify initiatives/ goals

3) identify expert software to gather data from (eRAMS, 

USGS, AF Cure->Colorado Waterdata.org, arcgis.com)

4) Seek sampling/ monitoring data currently available.

4) Present to team lead

Sampling and Analysis Plan

Pueblo Area Council of Governments

March 2022

PACOG 2020

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN

4a Wildhorse Creek
Septic system-based 

contaminants (i.e. E. coli)

Human impacts

Failing OWTS

SEE "SAMPLING" TAB

FURTHER WORK NEEDED

eRAMs: Under Construction due to catastrophic failure, in ongoing dialog with developer. Search of alternative means to generate/ identify sample data.

USGS: Field parameter data available

AF CURE: Sampling location on site, need training to generate data on Colorado Water DAta

TASK: search and comparison of constituents currently being sampled in Pueblo County (specifically Fountain Creek basin and Arkansas River basin) in this area.

1) Review document

2) Identify initiatives/ goals

3) identify expert software to gather data from (eRAMS, 

USGS, AF Cure->Colorado Waterdata.org, arcgis.com)

4) Seek sampling/ monitoring data currently available.

4) Present to team lead

Sampling and Analysis Plan

Pueblo Area Council of Governments

March 2022

PACOG 2020

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN

4b Saint Charles Mesa Nitrogen Failing OWTS  

SEE "SAMPLING" TAB

FURTHER WORK NEEDED

eRAMs: Under Construction due to catastrophic failure, in ongoing dialog with developer. Search of alternative means to generate/ identify sample data.

USGS: Field parameter data available

AF CURE: Sampling location on site, need training to generate data on Colorado Water DAta

TASK: search and comparison of constituents currently being sampled in Pueblo County (specifically Fountain Creek basin and Arkansas River basin) in this area.

1) Review document

2) Identify initiatives/ goals

3) identify expert software to gather data from (eRAMS, 

USGS, AF Cure->Colorado Waterdata.org, arcgis.com)

4) Seek sampling/ monitoring data currently available.

4) Present to team lead

Sampling and Analysis Plan

Pueblo Area Council of Governments

March 2022

PACOG 2020

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN

5

Pueblo County 

(i.e. Arkansas River, Greenhorn Creek, Six-mile 

Creek)

Overall Selenium Natural

SEE "SAMPLING" TAB

FURTHER WORK NEEDED

eRAMs: Under Construction due to catastrophic failure, in ongoing dialog with developer. Search of alternative means to generate/ identify sample data.

USGS: Field parameter data available

AF CURE: Sampling location on site, need training to generate data on Colorado Water DAta

TASK: search and comparison of constituents currently being sampled in Pueblo County (specifically Fountain Creek basin and Arkansas River basin) in this area.

1) Review document

2) Identify initiatives/ goals

3) identify expert software to gather data from (eRAMS, 

USGS, AF Cure->Colorado Waterdata.org, arcgis.com)

4) Seek sampling/ monitoring data currently available.

4) Present to team lead

Sampling and Analysis Plan

Pueblo Area Council of Governments

March 2022

PACOG 2020

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN
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ATTACHMENT D 

PACOG REGIONAL NONPOINT SOURCE 
WATERSHED PLAN SURVEY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PACOG Regional Nonpoint Source 
Watershed Plan Survey 

Background 
You are receiving this survey as you have been identified as a stakeholder for the Pueblo Area Council of 
Governments (PACOG) development of an EPA Nine-Element watershed plan for nonpoint sources in 
Pueblo County. PACOG updated its Clean Water Act Section 208 Water Quality Management Plan where 
nonpoint source impacts to water quality were identified as an area of concern. This plan can be viewed 
at PACOG website (https://www.pacog.net/). 
 

This watershed planning effort was initiated by the Colorado Department of Health and Environment 
(CDPHE) when it approached all 208 agencies in the state (including PACOG) to consider grant funding to 
investigate and plan for the need of a non-point source EPA Nine Element Watershed Management 
Plan. With PACOG’s recently updated 208 Plan identifying nonpoint source pollution as one of the areas 
of concern within Pueblo County, an EPA Nine Element Watershed Management Plan dedicated to 
studying non-point sources within the county seemed beneficial to PACOG. Before a useful nonpoint 
source watershed plan can be written, it is PACOG’s desire to involve stakeholders within Pueblo County 
to assist in the decision-making process of determining which area of focus would be most beneficial to 
the entire county.  The enclosed survey it intended to be part of the decision making and planning 
process by incorporating information and opinions from PACOG’s participating members, as well as 
other entities within the environmental community. 
 

All of Pueblo County falls within the Middle Arkansas River Basin. Subbasins within Pueblo County 
include Upper Arkansas (11020002), Fountain (11020003), Chico (11020004), Upper Arkansas – Lake 
Meredith (11020005), Huerfano (11020006), and Apishapa (11020007).  
 

The 208 Plan focuses on all of Pueblo County. The intention of this survey is to evaluate potential 
nonpoint source discharges to surface waters and to determine areas where the most benefit can be 
realized through a Nonpoint Source Watershed Plan. Because stormwater is regulated through MS4 
permits within the City of Pueblo, they are not eligible for 319 grant money to fund potential Best 
Management Practices (BMP’s) to mitigate non-point source proliferation.  However, input from 
managers of MS4 systems in encouraged.  Potential non-point source pollutants can be ammonia, 
selenium, uranium, pesticides, metals, E. coli, etc.  
 

This plan hopes to include the opinions of the majority of interested stakeholders in Pueblo County, as 
well as identify areas of water quality concern due to nonpoint source discharges.  
 

Your participation in this survey will increase the knowledge base of actions being taken to improve 
water quality in the area due to nonpoint source discharges as well as areas and chemical 
compounds/nutrients of greatest concern. From this survey, a Nonpoint Source Watershed plan will be 
developed for a region within Pueblo County and best practices will be determined to improve water 
quality. This benefits all in Pueblo County as any region within the county that experiences improved 
water quality creates a better living environment known to all.  
 

This survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete. Thank you for your help! 



General Information 
 Name 

 Jurisdiction 

 Email 

 Phone 

 Website if applicable 

 Watershed – Click choice 
o Upper Arkansas 
o Fountain 
o Chico 
o Upper Arkansas – Lake Meredith 
o Huerfano 
o Apishipa 
o Other – please list 

Nonpoint Source Water Quality Impacts 
Please answer questions in this section as to any nonpoint source water quality impacts outside MS4 

stormwater permit impacts.  

1. Do you have an existing or current Nonpoint Source Plan? Please list link or email to Doug 

Schwenke @ douglas.schwenke@respec.com 

 

2. What do you believe are the nonpoint sources of pollution for your watershed? 

a. Abandoned mines 

b. Agriculture (can be return irrigation flows or ag stormwater runoff, fertilizer/soil 

pollution) 

c. Climate Change 

d. Forestry (wildfires and post-wildfire flooding) 

e. Hydromodification and habitat alterations (stream movement, channeling, erosion, etc.) 

f. Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS) in populated areas 

g. Roadway Runoff (ex: oil, salts, sediment, etc.) 

h. Urbanization  

i. Major pollutants of concern (ex: E. coli) 

1. Sources (ex: people and pets) 

ii. Natural Stormwater runoff  

1. Limited detention ponds 

iii. Hazardous Household waste 

1. Pharmaceuticals 

2. Oil 

3. Paint 

4. Pesticides 

5. Lawn fertilizer 

6. Others – please list 

 

3. Please explain other water quality impacts not listed above and their source. 



 

4. Most problematic pollutants in your watershed? 

a. Arsenic 

b. E. coli 

c. Iron 

d. Manganese 

e. Nutrients (Nitrogen, Phosphorous) 

f. Selenium 

g. Stream Temperature 

h. Sulfate 

i. Others? 

 

5. Even though MS4 is permitted, do you consider this discharge a concern to your watershed? 

 

6. Please note nonpoint source watershed projects already completed that you are aware of 

a. Bank stabilization – grading 

b. Bank stabilization – vegetation addition 

c. Drop or other river structures 

d. Agricultural tailwater BMPs 

e. Other – please explain 

 

7. Discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to review and enforce the following impacts from 

nonpoint source contributions to pollution in the watershed. 

a. Reviewing water quality impacts from OWTS 

b. Reviewing for adequate water efficiency measures such as water budgets, native 

landscaping, impervious surface reductions, water reuse, etc. 

c. Enforcing erosion control and sediment requirements during construction 

d. Enforcing revegetation after construction  

e. Determining adequate stormwater protections 

f. Ensuring adequate buffers from water bodies 

g. Determining adequate water supply 

 

8. List projects, planning activities, next steps for nonpoint source pollution in your watershed. 

 

9. Is there a written plan to reduce OWTS in your watershed and consolidate into a regional 

wastewater treatment plant? 
 

10. What barriers exist to complete projects or address nonpoint source pollution in your 

watershed? 

a. Political 

b. Economic 

c. Social 

d. Technological/Analytical 

e. Environmental 



f. Legal 

g. Public Education 

h. Coordination/Collaboration 

i. Staffing 

 

11. Does your watershed have Best Management Practices for nonpoint source pollution? 

 

12. Do you provide public education regarding nonpoint source pollution? 
 

13. What can a regional nonpoint source watershed plan accomplish for your representation? 
 

14. Of the potential projects listed below, please rank the following in preference to your region: 

a. OWTS – monitoring, education, and reduction 

b. E. coli in Wildhorse Creek – under TMDL 

c. St. Charles Mesa – Nitrogen from failing OWTS 

d. Fertilizer/irrigation runoff practices – eastern portion of Arkansas River watershed 

e. Selenium in MS4 discharges- or would this fall under the MS4 permit? 

Please forward this survey to any other persons or entities that you believe may be impacted by 

nonpoint source pollution in your watershed. Thank you for completing this survey. The compiled 

information will allow for the determination of focus for study of pollution of greatest impact in the 

Pueblo County region.  

 

REFERENCES: 
2022 NPWQPA Survey 

PPACG Member Survey Watershed Planning 2022 

PACOG 2020 208 Plan 
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PACOG REGIONAL NONPOINT SOURCE 
WATERSHED PLAN SURVEY RESULTS 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pueblo Area Council of Governments - Pueblo County Watershed Planning Survey Recipients

STAKEHOLDER ORGANIZATION NAME E-MAIL ADDRESS
City of Pueblo  

Wastewater Andra Ahrens aahrens@pueblo.us

Stormwater Jeff Hawkins stormwater@pueblo.us

Pueblo Board of Waterworks Seth Clayton - Executive Director sclayton@pueblowater.org

School District 60

Superintendent Charlotte Macaluso charlotte.macaluso@pueblod60.org

Executive Assistant Elva Sandoval elva.sandoval@pueblod60.org

School District 70

Superintendent Ed Smith esmith@district70.org

Ronda Rein rrein@district70.org

Administrative Assistant Kimberly Rein krein@district70.org

Pueblo West Metro District

Wastewater Jim Blasing jblasing@pwmd-co.us

Stormwater Shawn Winters - Eng. Manager swinters@pwmd-co.us

Colorado City Metro District James Eccher colocitymanager@ghvalley.net

Town of Rye Jocelyn Mower rye.town.clerk@gmail.com

Town of Boone Randy Quaduor - Town Clerk townofboone@yahoo.com

Pueblo Airport Industrial Park John Griggs - Ops Supervisor Jgriggs@pueblo.us

Pueblo Reservoir State Recreation Area general email Lake.Pueblo.Park@State.CO.US

Pueblo County Stormwater Greg George georgeg@pueblocounty.us

St. Charles Mesa Sanitation District Patrick Farrell patrick.farrell@scmwd-pueblo.org

Avondale Water and Sanitation District avondalewater@aol.com

Meadowbrook Mobile Home Park Dena Nicks denawithsvc@aol.com

Comanche Generating Station XCEL Energy esther.j.williams@xcelenergy.com

Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Nancy Colvin nancy.colvin@evrazna.com

Salt Creek Don't think it is a district

Fort Reynolds Don't think it is a district

EPAC Board Member Arleen Aguirre aguirrea@pueblocounty.us 

Andra Ahrens aahrens@pueblo.us

Becky Cortese becky@ccspecialty.net

Ted Lopez tlopezcoyotenet@outlook.com

Sherie Shaffer shaffers@pueblocounty.us

Pueblo Department of Public Health

OWTS Scott Cowan scott.cowan@pueblocounty.us

Beulah Water Works District Linda Overlin president.bwwd@gmail.com

Pine Drive Water District Ken Henry Krhtx@yahoo.com

Blende Sanitation District Gail Barker gailabarker@comcast.net

Pueblo Nature Center Taylor Driver taylor@hikeandlearn.org

South Eastern Colorado Conservatory James Broderick jwb@secwcd.com

Pueblo Plex Allan McConnell HQ@PuebloPlex.com

Pueblo Chemical Depot Aaron Clementi george.a.clemnti.civ@mail.mil

Land Trusts in Pueblo County

San Isabel Land Protection Trust 719-783-3018 info@sanisabel.org

Palmer Land Conservatory Rebecca Jewett rebecca@palmerland.org

State of Colorado Land Trust Justin Osborne justin.osborne@state.co.us

Cattle Ranchers

Colorado Cattlemen's Association Sarah Dideriksen Sarah@coloradocattle.org

Feed Lot Operators

None listed on Colorado Approved Feedlot Listhttps://ag.colorado.gov/colorado-approved-feedlots

Genova Bros Farms and Feedlot two employees - no email

Chili Growers Association Donielle Kitzman donielle@pueblochamber.net

US Consolidated Farm Service Agency Megan Colletti megan.colletti@usda.gov

Bartolo Family Farm Micheal Bartolo Micheal.Bartolo@ColoState.EDU

PACOG Heather Graham hgraham@pueblo.us

Lawrence Atencio latencio@pueblo.us

Vicente Martinez Ortega vmartinezortega@pueblo.us

Regina Maestri rmaestri@pueblo.us

Lori Winner lovepueblo@yahoo.com

Sarah Martinez smartinez@pueblo.us

Dennis Flores dflores@pueblo.us

Epimenio Griego griegoep@pueblocounty.us

Garrison Ortiz ortizga@pueblocounty.us

Chris Wiseman wisemanc@pueblocounty.us

Mike Cafasso MichaelCafasso@Centura.org

Barbara Clementi Barbara.clementiboe@pueblocityschools.us

Christopher DeLuca cdeluca@district70.org

Harry Hochstelter hphochstetler@yahoo.com

Doug Proal dugproal@msn.com

dproal@pueblowestmetro.com

Ed Gutierrez edg9137@gmail.com

Terry Hart tahart11@msn.com

David C. Russell, Jr. dcrjr58@gmail.com

Nick Gradishar ngradisar@pueblo.us

Dan Kogovsek dkogovsek@pueblo.us

Sabina Genesio genesios@pueblocounty.us 



Q2 Q1 Q3

STAKEHOLDER ORGANIZATION NAME E-MAIL ADDRESS Phone Number Organization's Website Watershed NPS Plan
City of Pueblo  

Wastewater Andra Ahrens aahrens@pueblo.us 719-553-2896 Pueblo.us Lower Arkansas No

Stormwater Jeff Hawkins stormwater@pueblo.us

Pueblo Board of Waterworks Seth Clayton - Executive Director sclayton@pueblowater.org

John Norton jnorton@pueblowater.org 719-584-0261 Upper Arkansas YES

School District 60

Superintendent Charlotte Macaluso charlotte.macaluso@pueblod60.org

Executive Assistant Elva Sandoval elva.sandoval@pueblod60.org

 Bob Lawson robert.lawson@pueblo.org 719-549-7206 www.pueblod60.org Upper Arkansas No

School District 70

Superintendent Ed Smith esmith@district70.org

Ronda Rein rrein@district70.org 719-295-6504 www.district70.org Upper Arkansas No

Administrative Assistant Kimberly Rein krein@district70.org 719-295-6548 www.district70.org Upper Arkansas No

Pueblo West Metro District

Wastewater Jim Blasing jblasing@pwmd-co.us

District Connie King connie@chkinglaw.com 719-650-2783 www.pueblowestmetro.com Upper Arkansas Yes

Stormwater Shawn Winters - Eng. Manager swinters@pwmd-co.us

Colorado City Metro District James Eccher colocitymanager@ghvalley.net

Town of Rye Jocelyn Mower rye.town.clerk@gmail.com

Town of Boone Randy Quaduor - Town Clerk townofboone@yahoo.com

Pueblo Airport Industrial Park John Griggs - Ops Supervisor Jgriggs@pueblo.us 719-565-8979 Upper Arkansas

Pueblo Reservoir State Recreation Area general email Lake.Pueblo.Park@State.CO.US

Pueblo County Stormwater Greg George georgeg@pueblocounty.us

St. Charles Mesa Sanitation District Patrick Farrell patrick.farrell@scmwd-pueblo.org 719-542-4380 https://stcharlesmesawaterdistrict.org/ No

Avondale Water and Sanitation District avondalewater@aol.com

Meadowbrook Mobile Home Park Dena Nicks denawithsvc@aol.com

Comanche Generating Station XCEL Energy esther.j.williams@xcelenergy.com

Evraz Rocky Mountain Steel Nancy Colvin nancy.colvin@evrazna.com

James Rodacy james.rodacy@evrazna.com 719-252-3031 Upper Arkansas Yes

Salt Creek Not a district

Fort Reynolds Not a district

EPAC Board Member Arleen Aguirre aguirrea@pueblocounty.us 

Andra Ahrens aahrens@pueblo.us

Becky Cortese becky@ccspecialty.net

Ted Lopez tlopezcoyotenet@outlook.com 719-542-2500 Upper Ark-Lk Meredith No

Sherie Shaffer shaffers@pueblocounty.us

Pueblo Department of Public Health

OWTS Scott Cowan scott.cowan@pueblocounty.us 719-583-4370 https://county.pueblo.org/public-health/pueblo-department-public-health-and-environment Fountain No

Beulah Water Works District Linda Overlin president.bwwd@gmail.com

Pine Drive Water District Ken Henry Krhtx@yahoo.com

Blende Sanitation District Gail Barker gailabarker@comcast.net

Pueblo Nature Center Taylor Driver taylor@hikeandlearn.org

South Eastern Colorado Conservatory James Broderick jwb@secwcd.com

Pueblo Plex Allan McConnell HQ@PuebloPlex.com

Pueblo Chemical Depot Aaron Clementi george.a.clemnti.civ@mail.mil

Land Trusts in Pueblo County

San Isabel Land Protection Trust 719-783-3018 info@sanisabel.org

Palmer Land Conservatory Rebecca Jewett rebecca@palmerland.org

Palmer Land Conservatory Dillon O'Hare dillon@palmerland.org 719-941-9909 palmerland.org All watersheds No

State of Colorado Land Trust Justin Osborne justin.osborne@state.co.us 719-543-7403 All watersheds No

Cattle Ranchers

Colorado Cattlemen's Association Sarah Dideriksen Sarah@coloradocattle.org

Feed Lot Operators

None listed on Colorado Approved Feedlot Listhttps://ag.colorado.gov/colorado-approved-feedlots

Genova Bros Farms and Feedlot two employees - no email

Chili Growers Association Donielle Kitzman donielle@pueblochamber.net

US Consolidated Farm Service Agency Megan Colletti megan.colletti@usda.gov

Bartolo Family Farm Dr. Michael Bartolo michael.bartolo@colostate.edu 719-469-6811 Upper Ark - Lk Meredith No

- Indicates that the survey recipient has responded to the survey



Abandoned Mines Hydromodification and habitat alterations

Pollutant Source stream movement, channeling, erosion

9 Responses Weighted Pollutant Source

10 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 3 3

2-Minor 4 8 1-Insignificant 1 1

3-Moderate 2 6 2-Minor 4 8

4-Significant 0 0 3-Moderate 3 9

5-Very Significant 0 0 4-Significant 1 4

TOTAL 9 17 5-Very Significant 1 5

TOTAL 10 27

Agriculture - Irrigation return flows, 

ag stormwater runoff, fertilizer pollution OWTS - In populated areas

Pollutant Source Pollutant Source

9 Responses Weighted 9 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 0 0 1-Insignificant 1 1

2-Minor 3 6 2-Minor 1 2

3-Moderate 2 6 3-Moderate 3 9

4-Significant 2 8 4-Significant 2 8

5-Very Significant 3 15 5-Very Significant 2 10

TOTAL 10 35 TOTAL 9 30

Climate Change Roadway Runoff - oil, salts, sediment

Pollutant Source Pollutant Source

8 Responses Weighted 11 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 1 1 1-Insignificant 1 1

2-Minor 4 8 2-Minor 4 8

3-Moderate 1 3 3-Moderate 3 9

4-Significant 2 8 4-Significant 1 4

5-Very Significant 0 0 5-Very Significant 2 10

TOTAL 8 20 TOTAL 11 32

Forestry - Wildfires and post-wilfire flooding People Impact - E. coli

Pollutant Source Pollutant Source

9 Responses Weighted 8 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 1 1 1-Insignificant 0 0

2-Minor 3 6 2-Minor 3 6

3-Moderate 2 6 3-Moderate 2 6

4-Significant 3 12 4-Significant 2 8

5-Very Significant 0 0 5-Very Significant 1 5

TOTAL 9 25 TOTAL 8 25



Pets Impact - E. coli Hazardous Waste - Paint

Pollutant Source Pollutant Source

8 Responses Weighted 9 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 1 1 1-Insignificant 2 2

2-Minor 1 2 2-Minor 3 6

3-Moderate 3 9 3-Moderate 4 12

4-Significant 3 12 4-Significant 0 0

5-Very Significant 0 0 5-Very Significant 0 0

TOTAL 8 24 TOTAL 9 20

Natural Stormwater Runoff Hazardous Waste - Pesticide

Limited Detention Ponds Pollutant Source

Pollutant Source 9 Responses Weighted

10 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 1 1

1-Insignificant 0 0 2-Minor 2 4

2-Minor 3 6 3-Moderate 3 9

3-Moderate 3 9 4-Significant 3 12

4-Significant 4 16 5-Very Significant 0 0

5-Very Significant 0 0 TOTAL 9 26

TOTAL 10 31

Hazardous Waste - Pharmaceuticals Hazardous Waste - Lawn Fertilizer

Pollutant Source Pollutant Source

9 Responses Weighted 9 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 1 1 1-Insignificant 0 0

2-Minor 3 6 2-Minor 3 6

3-Moderate 3 9 3-Moderate 2 6

4-Significant 2 8 4-Significant 2 8

5-Very Significant 0 0 5-Very Significant 2 10

TOTAL 9 24 TOTAL 9 30

Hazardous Waste - Oil Is Urbanization impacting watershed

Pollutant Source 11 Responses

9 Responses Weighted

1-Insignificant 1 1 Yes 9

2-Minor 4 8 No 2

3-Moderate 3 9

4-Significant 1 4 Total 11

5-Very Significant 0 0

TOTAL 9 22



Open Ended Responses

The impacts associated with septic tanks in St. Charles Mesa, Pueblo County. The impacts associated with irrigation runoff and nutrient loading related to agricultural operations.  

Please discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to review water quality impacts from On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS)

Minimal

We can have discussions with the local Health Department to ask how they, or the State Health Department, is monitoring the impacts of OWTS, new installations and old installations. Have presentations so our members can learn how these systems are intended to operate and the history and impacts of any failures, as well as the impact of an increased density of housing. Discuss the development of a plan to test groundwater for contamination.

As a an agricultural researcher with 32 years experinece in both soil and water quality issues in the Arkansas Valley, I feel I have the background to assess the inpacts of OWTS on agriculture and the environment.

none

Our focus is to prevent impacts to water quality from OWTS is to review and approve systems from planning through installation, transfer of title inspections, and the enforcement of regulations in the event of a failure to ensure mitigation occurs.  We do not currently sample or monitor natural bodies of water to assess impacts.  

Palmer is engaged in the Bessemer Farmland Conservation Project, an initiative to balance competing demands for agricultural water supplies in Pueblo County and mitigate the negative impacts of municipal buy-and-dry. Included this project are efforts to reduce nutrient loading from agricultural runoff into the St. Charles River, Huerfano River, 6-Mile Creek and the Arkansas River. 

Low capacity. We are able to monitor for nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus, algal activities, DO. Small budget for sampling, would be difficult to monitor beyond the scope discussed above

Please discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to review for adequate water efficiency measures such as water budgets, native landscaping, impervious surface reductions, water reuse, etc.

Moderate

We can review the requirements called for in the granting of an MS4 permit. Get input from the CSU Extension member of our Group. Get information on how other jurisdictions, municipalities and counties are dealing with and planning for improving water efficiency measures and reusing water.

Same for efficiency measures.

This does not apply to our agency.  

We contract this type of work when it is necessary to our operations. 

Very Low capacity. We are currently staffed at about 75% of what we should be

Please discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to enforce erosion control and sediment requirements during construction

Moderate

Our organization does not have the capability to enforce such requirements. We can make recommendations and obtain information on violations and recommend actions to correct or prevent violations.

Same for erosion and sediment.

We enforce fugitive dust regulations to prevent sediment from escaping construction sites.  We used to contract with CDPHE to perform stormwater compliance inspections, but those fund are no longer available.   

We can only enforce activities on properties where we hold conservation easements. 

We do not have the legal authority in our bylaws and policies. The legal authority for this lays with Pueblo County

Please discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to enforce erosion control and sediment requirements during construction

Moderate

Our organization does not have the capability to enforce such requirements. We can make recommendations and obtain information on violations and recommend actions to correct or prevent violations.

Same for erosion and sediment.

We enforce fugitive dust regulations to prevent sediment from escaping construction sites.  We used to contract with CDPHE to perform stormwater compliance inspections, but those fund are no longer available.   

We can only enforce activities on properties where we hold conservation easements. 

We do not have the legal authority in our bylaws and policies. The legal authority for this lays with Pueblo County

Please discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to enforce revegetation after construction

High

Same as #18

This does not apply to our agency.  

We can only enforce activities on properties where we hold conservation easements. 

We have legal authority to enforce revegetation activities related to dry  up of parcels when water rights are sold off

Please discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to determine adequate stormwater protections

Minimal

We can review the requirements of MS4 permits and ask for information on compliance and violations. Become educated on the intent for having stormwater protections. 

This does not apply to our agency.  

We can only enforce activities on properties where we hold conservation easements. 

No legal authority or  MS4 program is in place for the District

Please discuss your organization’s ability/capacity to determine adequate water supply

High

Obtain information from our local water utility about plans to deal with a potential decrease in the availability and adequacy of water supplies.

Same for water supply issues. We can only enforce activities on properties where we hold conservation easements. 

We work with landowners, communities and utilities to balance demands for water supplies through the use of tools like conservation easements and water substitution projects. 

Please list projects, planning activities, and next steps for nonpoint source pollution control in your watershed.

Collaboration with other organizations (i.e. Conservation Districts) 

I believe the results of this survey and more education on the subject may lead to recommendation for projects or planning  activities.

We regularly review our OWTS regulations and participate in the state reviews, as well as the discussion groups made up of water quality control program managers from around Colorado.  Our agency also has robust programs in waste diversion and we will be facilitating tire cleanups, HHW events, and promoting recycling while working to enforce current regulations to prevent septage and other non-point source pollutants like solid waste and trash from entering the waters of the state

The Bessemer Farmland Conservation Project has the potential to reduce nonpoint source pollution in Eastern Pueblo County. 

Bessimer Ditch Co has applied for federal funding to enclose the Bessimer Ditch from Pueblo Reservoir to the Steel Mill in Pueblo proper

What can a regional nonpoint source watershed plan accomplish for your organization?



Act as a unified source of information 

Better understand the impacts of OWTS systems.  There has been absolutely no oversight on these systems and that lack of oversight has resulted in environmental degradation and the loss of prime agricultural land.

A regional plan would help address and prevent water quality issues from throughout the watershed from affecting the natural bodies of water in Pueblo County, and it would help ease the funding burden of addressing these issues solely on a local level.  

A regional nonpoint source watershed plan can advise strategic decision making and be used to leverage additional fundraising. 

Could help with the continued elevation rise of the Arkansas river where sediment is dropping out at the confluence of the Fountain.

A regional nonpoint source (NPS) watershed plan could evaluate the NPS loading in the watershed and prioritize NPS load reduction based upon the estimated cost versus the water quality benefit. For example, for Wildhorse Creek, where the site-specific standars for selenium

(i.e., Se(ac)=2376 µg/L, Se(ch)=2110 µg/L) are orders of magnitude greater than the Table Value Standards (TVS) for selenium (i.e., Acute 18.4 µg/L, Chronic 4.6 µg/L) in Regulation 31, the estimated cost of potential efforts to reduce selenium loading may not yield a water quality benefit,

so time and financial expenditures may be more appropriately spent on other water quality improvement efforts. 



Does your watershed have Best Management Practices for nonpoint source pollution?

9 Responses

Yes 2

No 7

Do you provide public education regarding nonpoint source pollution?

10 Responses

Yes 5

No 5



How significantly do the following factors impact your ability to complete projects or address nonpoint source pollution in your watershed?

9 Responses

Political Economic Social Technological/Analytical Environmental Legal Public Education Coordination/Collaboration Staffing

No Impact 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

Minor 4 1 3 3 3 3 2 3 2

Moderate 2 0 5 5 4 4 3 1 1

Significant 2 5 0 0 1 1 2 4 1

Very Significant 1 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 5

Total 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9



Of the potential projects listed below, please rank the following according to preference for your region, 5 being the MOST important and 1 being the LEAST.

9-10 Responses

Wildhorse St. Charles Irrigation Selenium

Raw Creek Mesa Fertilizer MS4 

OWTS E. coli Nitrogen Run-off Discharge

Most - 5 3 2 3 1 0

4 3 0 3 2 2

3 1 2 1 4 1

2 1 4 0 3 1

Least - 1 1 1 2 0 6

Total 9 9 9 10 10

St. Charles Irrigation Wildhorse Selenium

Weighted Mesa Fertilizer Creek MS4 

OWTS Nitrogen Run-off E. coli Discharge

Most - 5 15 15 5 10 0

4 12 12 8 0 8

3 3 3 12 6 3

2 2 0 6 8 2

Least - 1 1 2 0 1 6

Total 33 32 31 25 19

Summary of individual rankings

Weighted

Insignificant - 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

2 6 8 6 2 6 8 4

3 6 9 9 9 6 9 9

4 8 4 16 8 8 4 12

Most Significant - 5 15 10 0 10 10 5 0

Total 35 32 31 30 30 27 26

Insignificant - 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1

2 6 6 6 2 8 6 8

3 6 6 9 9 9 12 3

4 8 12 8 12 4 0 8

Most Significant - 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 25 25 24 24 22 20 20
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